Volunteer with the BEKI Art Committee

Did you know that BEKI owns this print by Jordan Abeshouse (1923 - 1989)?

Jordan Abeshouse was a Professor of Art and Dean of Students at the Paier College of Art, and a BEKI member

Found during the big BEKI pandemic cleanout

Now on exhibit at BEKI lower level gallery

What other treasures were hidden in closets throughout the building?

Volunteers needed to sort through the many posters, broken frames, and truly wonderful works of art found during the big cleanout, and now stored together for the first time!

April 28 Wednesday

1:30 pm to 5:40 pm  volunteer for an hour or longer

contact: Cynthia Rubin and Helen Rosenberg
beki.photos@gmail.com

not able to make this date? interested in volunteering another time?

fully vaccinated on site volunteers* sort our piles of posters, reproductions, and valuable (to us) works of art

photograph artworks with your phone

wrap artworks, affix labels

* We will stay masked and distanced

remote networked volunteers internet searches for information on artists; writing or editing biographies

crop and straighten our quick photos

create labels to be taped to each artwork